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SUMMARY

The linearized theory for heat addition under a wing has been de-

veloped to optimize wing geometry_ heat addition, and angle of attack.

The optimum wing has all of the thickness on the underside of the air-

foil, with maximum-thickness point well downstream, has a moderate thick-

ness ratio_ and operates at an optimum angle of attack. The heat addi-

tion is confined between the fore Mach waves from under the trailing sur-

face of the wing. By linearized theory, a wing at optimum angle of at-

tack may have a range efficiency about twice that of a wing at zero angle
of attack.

More rigorous calculations using the method of characteristics for

particular flow models were made for heating under a flat-plate wing and

for several wings with thickness, both with heat additions concentrated

mear the wing. The more rigorous calculations yield in practical cases

efficiencies about half those estimated by linear theory. An analysis

indicates that distributing the heat addition between the fore waves from

the undertrailing portion of the wing is a way of improving the perform-

ance, and further calculations appear desirable.

A comparison of the conventional ramjet plus wing with underwing

heat addition when the heat addition is concentrated near the wing shows

the ramjet to be superior on a range basis up to Mach number of about 8.

The heat distribution under the wing and the assumed ramjet and airframe

performance may have a marked effect on this conclusion. Underwing heat

addition can be useful in providing high-altitude maneuver capability at

high flight Mach numbers for an airplane powered by conventional ramjets

during cruise.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents an analysis and evaluation of supersonic under-

wing heat addition. The linear theory is used to optimize wing profile

angles, angle of attack, and heat addition. A series of more rigorous

calculations using the method of characteristics is made for comparison



with the linear theory. The advantage of t_le linearized theory is the
ease with which a wide variety of wing geom,_tries, heat addition_ and
airplane application can be considered. Th_ disadvantage of the linear
theory is that it can deviate widely from tile more rigorous calculatioms
in the range of heat additions of practical interest.

A comparison is madebetween underwing heat addition and the conven-
tional wing-plus-ramjet configuration. The following cases are considered:
(i) All the propulsion is provided by underling heat addition_ (Z) only a
fraction of' the thrust is provided by underling addition, with remaining
thrust developed by a ramjet, and (5) ramje_ propulsion is used for cruise
and underwing heat addition for maneuver. _he effect of underwing heat
addition on airplane weights end hence rang_ is also discussed.

Someof the initial work in the field of supersonic heat addition is
given in references i and _. The method presented_ although accurate_ is
time-consuming. References 5 and 4 develop the zero-angle-of-attack
linear theory by approaches different from that of this report but arrive
<)t the sameresult. Reference S discusses )ptimum wing shapes"as deter-
mined by iinearized theory and arrives at e_seatially the sameconclusions
from the linear theory as this report; agai_ from a different approach.
References 6 to 9 present results of somee<periments with burning of a
fuel injected adjacent to a flat plate at s_personic speeds. No compari-
sons are madebetxeen experiment and theory. However; the experimental
results do showa substantial pressure rise due to heat addition. Dis-
tinctive contributions of this report are the comparison of the linear
theory with somenonlinearized calculations and a study of the applica-
tions of underwimgheal addition with respect to the over-all airplane
mission. !n appendix C; the effect of supersonic underwing heat addi-
tion is derived from potential-flow equaticns by Stephen H. Maslen.

ANALYSISANDDISCESSION

The analysis is developed from the point of view of using underwing
bur_Nng for cruise propulsion or for maneu,.ering at supersonic speeds, or
both. The burning is assumedto take place outside the boundary layer in
the supersonic stream. No consideration i_ given to the problem of how
the actual heat addition is accomplished. In general, the details of the
analysis are given in appe_dixes, and the !ertinent results are discussed
in the body of the report. The report proceeds in the following order:
First, performance parameters are discussec; second_ these parameters are
evaluated by linear theory and by more rigorous calculation; and finally_
a performance comparison is madebetween u_derwing heat addition and the
conventional wing plus ramjet.



Performance Parameters

It is convenient to evaluate underwing burning in terms of a spe-
cific lift parameter defined as the lift per Btu per second:

L L
Q hwf

(1)

(The symbols used in this report are defined in appendix A.) This is

equivalent to the following terms for the conventional wing plus ramjet:

L LI

Q Dh

The specific lift parameter is related to range through the conventional

Breguet range equation as follows:

- wf
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The range equation applies when thrust is equal to drag and lift is equal

to weight. The wing lift coefficient CL is also of interestj since it

determines the wing size and hence its weight_ which enters the range

equation through the log term.

The parameters important to maneuverability may be determined by con-

sidering a turn. The weight of fuel consumed in a turn without loss of

speed or altitude is related to the gross weight at the beginning of the

turn and to the specific lift by the following equation:

Wf e_ - i

where

= 2 _Vn _ i

g_n2 i 360° hLN
(s)

The term n is the number of g's normal acceleration in the maneuver and

can be expressed as the ratio of the maneuver to cruise lift coefficients;

n = CL_ .
CL,c
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By linearized theory, assuming a symmetrical drag polar and cruise at
maximumlift-drag ratio_

CL, c
2

- 1 (T,ID)m_

The maneuver lift coefficient CL, n can be the lift coefficient with

underwing heat addition. For maximum rang6 and minimum fuel consumed in

a maneuver, a high value of L/Q and a high CL are desirable.

Linearized Solutions

All the linearized solutions of this report are derived for a

double-wedge airfoil with the top surface flat. The selection of this

profile can be justified on the basis of simplicity for analytical pur-

poses and good performance.

Zero an_le of attack. - The analysis (.f the underwing-heat-addition

problem is given in appendix B for the general wing and flow geometry

shown in figure i for _ = O. The analysis assumes two-dimensional flow

and makes the usual supersonic linearized flow approximations. From this

analysis the specific lift is given by equation (B25) as

s) = ('r- 1)j M (6a)a - 1

where the subscript Z,_=O designates lin,._arized theory at zero angle of

attack. This result is used as a reference value in the angle-of-attack

discussion. The parameter defining the wi_ig lift coefficient for under-

wing heat addition at zero angle of attack is (eq. (BSI))

Ci olI 1%T = Mz

_=0

(6b)

where the lift coefficient is based on the wing area affected by the heat

addition. The temperature rise across the heat addition ZiT as used

here and in subsequent parts of the report, except where otherwise noted,

applies to the stream tube of air A0 and the heat-addition zone shown
in figure i.

Equations (6a) and (6b) are independent of wing profile, as demon-

strated by the developments in appendix B leading to these results; hence,

they also apply to a flat plate. In addition, although equations (6a)
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and (6b) have been designated for zero angle of attack where the lift due
to burning is the total lift, the lift increment due to burning is actu-
ally independent of angle of attack (eq. (DI)). The incremental specific
lift is also independent of the quantity of the heat addition. Appendix
C showsthat the incremental specific lift is independent of the place
where the heat addition occurs as long as it is within the forward Mach
lines from the leading and trailing edge of the wing, labeled a and c
in figure i. The specific lift at zero angle of attack or the incre-
mental specific lift depends only on Machnumber, y, and the speed of

sound. These results (eqs. (6a) and (6b)) are implicit in the develop-

ments of references 3 and 4, which use other approaches to the problem.

Burning also affects the drag of the wing. In order for the spe-

cific lift to be used in the range equation, the thrust must equal the

drag. The pressure increment due to heat addition is always positive

(eqs. (BS) and (CS)). Hence, if the burning influences an upstream-

facing region on the wing, there is an increase in drag (eq. (CA)), while

for a surface facing downstream there is a drag reduction or a thrust.

The most favorable region for heat addition is thus bounded by the fore

Mach lines from the downstream-facing areas, labeled b and c; or re-

gion II, in figure i.

By the appropriate heat addition in region II the thrust on the

downstream-facing area can be made equal to the pressure drag that exists

on the upstream-facing area and the friction drag. By further heat addi-

tion, thrust could be developed to overcome other drags, such as the fu-

selage drag_ and to accelerate the airplane. In all cases_ the specific

lift L/Q, according to linearized theory, remains unchanged.

Optimum wing profile an_les and an_le of attack. - Linear theory
shows that large gains in LTQ can be obtained by simultaneously opti-

mizing wing profile and angle of attack. The details of this development;

which are given in appendix D, apply to the flat-top double-wedge airfoil.

Figure Z(a) shows how the ratio of L/Q at angle of attack to the L/Q

at zero angle of attack varies with the parameter angle of attack divided

by the wing trailing-edge angle _/e 2. This particular parameter was

chosen for the abscissa because it clearly shows that the L/Q ratio is

unity for an angle of attack equal to the trailing-edge angle e2 as

well as for zero angle of attack. The optimum angle of attack, where the

L/Q ratio is a maximum, lies between these two values. Figure 2(b) shows

that the lift coefficient (for a given Mach number and thickness) in-

creases rapidly with angle of attack and at the optimum angle of attack

is three times the value at zero angle of attack.

The flow deflection due to the heat-addition parameter et/(_/c )

also increases rapidly with angle of attack (fig. 2(b)). (Using et

rather than AT/T O has the advantage of making the curves of figures Z
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and 5 independent of flight Machnumberexcept as Machnumber, through
_ appears in the parameters in the figure _ ct is related to AT/T 0 by

eq. (BE2).) _e optimum angle of attack i idicated in figure 2(a) is

mathematically determinable (eq. (DI0)), a ld the results presented in

figure 3 are for this condition.

Figure 3(a) shows the L/Q ratio at optimum angle of attack as a

function of the location of the maximum-thickness point of the wing,

which is related to the ratio of the leadi_ig- to trailing-edge angles

el/e 2 (eqs. (D7) and (DIO)). The paramete:" _CD/(T/c) 2 defines the

amount of drag CD over and above the dr_ due to the wing pressure

forces that can be overcome. In this appl cation CD can also be

thought of as an available thrust. If und, mwing heat addition is the

sole means of propulsion and the flight collfiguration consists only of a

wing, the value of CD must be the coefficient of drag due to friction,

which is equal to 2Cfr. For a given _i/e2, a low value of _Cr_(T/c)2- -

is desirable for a high L/Q, which in tur:_ suggests large thickness

ratios, subject however to the limitations of the linearized theory.
This thickness ratio will be called modera_.e.

When an airfoil has some thickness ab_ve the straight line joining

the leading and trailing edges (topside th:ckness), the terms in the

parameter _CD/(T/c) 2 are defined as foll_ws: _/c is the bottom-side

thickness ratio, and CD includes the drag due to the topside thickness.

Because small values of _CD/(T/c) 2 give higher values of L/Q, a wing

profile with a flat topside is desirable.

For all values of _Cg(_/c) 2, the L/_ ratio gets indefinitely

large as el/e 2 approaches zero (eq. (D6)'_ that is, when the wing maxi-

mum thickness is well downstream. It shoulA be kept in mind that, for

the linear theory to apply, all angles should be small; el/e 2 can be

made small by choosing a small e2 and lelting eI _ 0. The choice of

eI and e2 also affects the parameter _(D/(T/c) 2, but through _/c.

For negative values of _CD/(T/c) 2 shown _n figure 3(b), large values of

L/Q can also occur. Negative values of _CD/(T/c) 2 mean that the thrust

produced by heat addition is not sufficienl to overcome the wing pressure

drag. Low and negative values of _CD/(T/c)2 can be considered for pro-

pulsion using part ramjet and part underwi_g heat addition. The singu-

larity for _CD/(Z/c) 2 = -8 corresponds tc the overcoming of both wing

friction and pressure drag by some propulsion other than underwing heat

addition (see eq. (DI3)). Because this sir_gularity occurs at zero lift

coefficient, as shown in figure 3(d)_ it i_ only of academic interest.



The optimum wing angle-of-attack parameters _/(T/c) corresponding
to the curves of figures 3(a) and (b) are shownin figure _(c). They also
increase indefinitely as Cl/C2 approaches zero. In spite of this, the
trailing underside of the wing is always a dowustream-facing surface.

The outstanding characteristic of the lift-coefficient parameter
_CL/(_/c ) shown in figure 3(d) is its increasing value with increasing
drag-coefficient parameter _CJ(T/c) 2. An exampleof the implication
of this result is that an airplane with a high drag flies at a high CL
(i.e., a high altitude for a given wing loading WG/Sw).

The deflection due to the heat-addition parameter ct/(T/c ) is shown
in figure 3(e). It increases with _CD/(_/c)2 similarly to the lift-
coefficient parameter. There is also an infinitely large increase in
the heat-addition parameter as _i/c2 approaches zero.

In summary, from the linearized theory_ a wing designed for maximum
L/Q will have the following characteristics: a moderate thickness
ratio_ a flat-top surface_ and the maximum-thickness point of the wing
well downstream. It should be operated at an optimum angle of attack.
The heat addition is confined between the fore Machwaves from the under
downstreamportion of the wing.

Limitations on the linearized theory. - Figure 4 gives an idea of

the magnitudes of AT/T 0 of interest based on the linearized theory.

(The linearized relation of AT/T 0 to ct is given by eq. (B22).) Fig-

ure 4(a) indicates that, for maximum L/Q at M = 8.0 assuming turbu-

lent boundary layer_ values of AT/T 0 above unity will be required.

These values certainly exceed the limits of the linear theory_ which as-

sumes that this ratio is much less than unity. However, there are sev-

eral ways to reduce these high values of AT/T 0 in an attempt to get

within the bounds of linear theory. From this figurej the value of

AT/T 0 can be reduced, for example 3 by choosing to design for minimum

AT/T 0 . The resulting reduction in L/Q is moderate. Specifying opera-

tion at minimum Z_T/T0 also specifies the wing thickness ratio for a

given skin-friction coefficient_ as can be seen from the data in the fig-

ure. Also, AT/T 0 can be reduced with moderate losses in L/Q by lower-

ing the angle of attack from the optimum value_ as can be seen from fig-

ure 2. Increasing Cl/_ 2 will reduce AT/T 0 but also L/Q, according

to figures 3(a) and (e) (and eq. (B22)). An approximately minimum value

of AT/T 0 for a given friction coefficient occurs at _ = 0 (fig. 2(b))

and Cl/C 2 = 1.0 (fig. 3(e)).



These values are plotted in figure 4(_) as a function of friction
coefficient for Machnumbers of S and 8. _oted on the curve are typical
turbulent skin-friction coefficients. The minimumvalue of AT/T0 of
interest at M = 8.0 for turbulent boundary layer is 0.2. For _T/T0
of 0.A and a turbulent boundary layer, an L/Q twice the zero-angle-of-
attack value maybe attainable, according to linear theory.

Nonlinear Solutions

To ascertain the accuracy of the line_.rized solutions, a series of
more rigorous calculations was made. The _@proachtaken was to makecal-
culations that were as simple as possible, and on wings suggested by the
linearized theory. The heat was added in a plane (constant-area heat
addition) normal to flow. The conditions across the plane of heat addi-
tion were calculated from the nonlinearized equations for the conserva-
tion of mass, momentum,and energy. The f!ow field downstreamof the
heat-addition plane was calculated by the _lethod of characteristics.

Flat plate; zero angle of attack. - A typical flow field about and

pressure distribution on a flat plate with heat addition are shown in fig-

ure 5 for M : 8 and AT/T 0 : 0.4. For the more rigorous calculations

(referred to in the figures as nomlineariz(_d), the extent of the plateau

of highest pressure rise is considerably less than the extent of pressure

rise as calculated by the linear theory. (_ompensating for this in part_

however; is the fact that the initial pres_mre rise is higher than that

predicted by linear theory. Also, a signi:'icant pressure rise exists

downstream of the initial plateau of high ])ressure and do_stream of the

distances Bh and 2_h.

The parameters L/Q and CL/(AT/To)_ere computed from calculations

like those of figure 5, for chord lengths .)f c = _h and c = 2_H (see

abscissa of fig. 5), and a range of values of AT/T 0 and M. The re-

sults are presented in figures 6 and 7. A_ AT/T 0 = 0, L/Q has the

linearized zero-angle-of-attack value. Th_ variation of the linearized

value of L/Q with Mach number is small, )articularly at the higher Mach

numbers. According to linearized theory, h/Q is independent of AT/T 0 •

In the nonlinearized calculatioms, however, the L/Q drops rapidly from

the linearized value with increasing AT/T). For values of interest, say

AT/T 0 : 0.%, at M = 8, the L/Q is about O.S of the linearized zero-

angle-of-attack value for c = _h (fig. 6(i)). This factor of 0.S may be

compared with the factor of 2.0 previously discussed in the linearized

theory for optimizing wing geometry to appceciate that it will be diffi-

cult to attain performance better than that of the zero-angle-of-attack

linearized theory. The exact values of L/Q are higher for longer chord

lengths (fig. 6(b)), but the larger chord lengths may not be practical

because of the friction drag on the longer length. Irrespective of the



chord length, the deviation of the nonlinearized calculation from the
linearized for a given AT/T0 increases with increasing free-stream Mach
number.

Figure 7 presents corresponding plots of CL/(AT/T?). This param-
eter can be interpreted as the lift coefficient on a flat-plate wing of
chord length c, or as the loading coefficient due to the heat addition
on the portion of the wing affected by the heat addition. This parameter
was chosen because it permits comparison with the linear theory. The de-
viation of CW(AT/To) from the linearized theory (the value of Z_T/T0 = O)
also increases with increasing AT/T0 and flight Machnumber. The load-
ing decreases for the longer lengths_ as one would expect from figure 5.
Both a high-loading CL and high L/Q are necessary to achieve a high
LLQ from an optimized wing. Increasing length has a favorable effect on
L/Q but an unfavorable effect on CL, and somecompromiseis required.

Heat distribution. - Three examples of heat-distribution configura-

tions and their corresponding L/Q and CL are taken from the previous

calculations and together with a fourth case are presented in figure 8 to

aid in discussing the effect of heat distribution. For all the cases,

the total quantity of heat added to the stream is about the same. The

point to be made by comparing cases A and B was discussed in the previous

paragraph. The configuration of case C was synthesised from the previous

calculation and has a heat-addition configuration very similar to that of

case D. For case D the heat addition occurs in approximately equal quan-

tities in two separate stream tubes of air. Both heat additions occur

within the fore waves of the wing surface. For case D, note that the

L/Q is nearly the same as for case C. The CL is about doubled, as

would be expected when the upstream wing surface in case C was removed

and the pressures on the upstream surface were transmitted undiminished

to the downstream surface. The heat distribution of case D yields a

higher L/Q and CL than the concentrated heat addition of case A.

Because both high L/Q and high CL are desirable, it is concluded

from these examples that distributing the heat so that the heat addition

to any stream tube of air is small is desirable. The degree to which

linearized theory can be approached by using a very large number of heat-

addition steps of height h requires further study. Reference 5 con-

cludes that distributing the heat so that AT/T 0 _ 0 is of prime impor-

tance in getting good performance.

Wings. - Several wings at zero angle of attack, but with thickness

and heat addition, were studied using the more rigorous calculation tech-

nique. Adding thickness to the underside of the wing reduced the L/Q

from the zero-thickness case for a given AT/T 0 . For an example, at

M = 8.0 for a AT/T 0 = 0.2, the flat plate L/Q is 0.20j but, for a 2-

percent-thick wing, with all the thickness on the underside, the L/Q is
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0.187. This is due to the adverse effect of the expansion around the
maximum-thickness point on the pressure rise that can be generated by
heat addition on the downstream-facing area. Also_ the effect of the in-
crease in the speed of sound at the beginnin_ of the heat addition due
to the compression under the wing is adverse_ as can be seemfrom equa-
tion (6a). The decrease in L/Q from the fLat-plate value due to the
flow turning after the heat addition 3 which is due to thickness (see fig.
i)_ appears to be a general result. No consideration was given to over-
coming friction drag in this example.

The more rigorous calculations were als) madeat M = 8.0 for a
series of wings with the general profiles anl angles of attack suggested
by the linear theory. The temperature-rise _atio (about 0.88) was chosen
to make the Machnumberafter heat addition equal to 1.2_ a convenient
value for starting the characteristics net. The wings overcomethe drag
that is due to an estimated turbulent skin-friction coefficient of

0.00095. The results are presented in terms of /L/QQ. in figure 9. Valuesof L/Q higher than the estimated flat-plate L for the same AT/T 0

were obtained. However, the best L/Q is v_ry much less than that deter-

mined by linearized theory_ as shown on the _igure for one of the wings.

The best L/Q is also considerably less thal the linearized-theory zero-

angle-of-attack value.

There are several modifications to the preceding calculation that

would be expected to give some improvement ii L/Q: (i) the use of an

isentropic expansion surface to receive the iligh pressures due to the

heat addition, (2) the use of a convex profi_e for the bottom upstream

portion of the wing to reduce the turning angle after the heat addition_

and (3) a refined balance between friction drag and lift due to heating

to determine the optimum length of the trailing portion of the wing. The

potential gains due to these modifications a_e not expected to be large.

On the basis the linearized and more ri_orous solutions presented_

it appears that the linearized zero-angle-of-attack theory yields values

of L/Q higher than are likely to be obtain,_d by exact calculations for

a wing with an optimized profile and attitud,_ and having turbulent bound-

ary layer and the heat addition concentrated near the wing. The best

possibility for improving this performance i_ to distribute the heat so

that on any streamline AT/T 0 is very small

Comparison with Ramjet

The analysis of the conventional wing pi_us ramjet used for purposes

of comparison with the underwing heat additi_)n is presented in appendix E.
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Cruise _erformance. - A comparison of the cruise performance in

terms of a range parameter _ _i /V\ (see eq. (5)) as a function of

Mach number is shown in figure I0 for the case where either the ramjet

or underwing heat addition is the sole means of propulsion. Two curves

(C and D) are shown for the performance of underwing heat addition.

Curve D was drawn through the best performance calculated by the rigorous

technique (from fig. 9) by using the linearized theory as a guide to draw

the Mach number variation. The curve represents about the best that can

be done by optimizing wing geometry when concentrated heat addition is

used. Curve C represents a performance that may possibly be achieved if

the wing geometry is optimized and a distributed heat is used (i.e.,

AT/T 0 _ 0). The curve was calculated assuming a performance of twice the

linearized zero-angle-of-attack value (see fig. 3(a) or 4(a)). The pre-

dominant trend of both curves is the increase in range with flight Mach

number. A comparison of the curves shows the wide uncertainty in the

performance of underwing heat addition and indicates the importance that

heat distribution may have.

Two curves (A and B) are also shown for the conventional wing plus

ramjet. Curve A assumes more optimistic values of aerodynamic and

thermodynamic performance, while curve B has more conservative assump-

tions. Again a significant point to be observed from these two curves

is the wide difference in range performance, particularly at the higher

Mach numbers, due to the difference in assumptions. A major cause of the

decrease in range parameter at the higher Mach numbers for ramjet curve

B is the assumption of a limiting temperature rise, in that the AT/T 0

at the higher Mach numbers decreases_ as is shown by the auxiliary
abscissa.

If high temperature-rise ratios are required for underwing heat ad-

dition as is indicated in figure _(a) for a concentrated heat addition,

then the range performance of curve D should also drop off at the higher

Mach numbers, although the curve does not show this. An interesting dif-

ference between the ramjet and underwing heat addition is that, as the

flight Math number increases, good ramjet performance depends on main-

taining a high temperature rise (about unity) in the air handled by the

engine_ while good performance of underwing heat addition at any Mach

number appears to depend on achieving a very low temperature rise in a

large quantity of air.

Although the degree of uncertainty in making these range comparisons

is large_ the following conclusions are warranted:

(i) Underwing heat addition is most likely to be competitive on a

range basis with the conventional wing plus ramjet at the higher super-

sonic Mach numbers.
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(2) For underwing heat addition restri_ted to the region adjacent
to the wing, the conventional wing plus ramjet is superior to underwing
heat addition on an aerothermodynamicbasis below about M = 8.0.

(5) The best hope for improving the performance of underwing heat
addition seemsto lie in the distribution of the heat under the wing.

Considered in figure ii is the cruise ]_erformanceof systems using
combinations of ramjet propulsion and under_'ing heat addition. (The de-
tails of the analysis are given in appendix F.) Over-all L/Q is
plotted as a function of the fraction of t_ total heat input consumed
by the ramjet in figure ll(a). Whenthe pa_-ameteris zero, underwing
heat addition is the sole meansof propulsion. The value shownfor this
condition is the linearized-theory value for the high-performance wing
shownin the sketch. Providing someof the propulsion by ramjet and re-
optimizing the wing angle of attack for the reduced underwing heat addi-
tion result in a net decrease in the over-all L/Q.

For a value of the abscissa of unity, _ii the propulsion is provided
by the ramjet. The optimumwing shape for _ given thickness is double
wedgewith half the thickness on the top side of the wing. Adding a
small amount of heat under the wing decreases the over-all L/Q. This
occurs in spite of the fact that the underwJngheat addition potentially
has a higher L/Q. The physical reason for this result is suggested by
the wing sketches. For example, for the oplimumwing propelled by a ram-
jet, the "under downstream" surface faces u_stream. The first increment
of heat addition thus contributes drag as well as lift. For the optimum
wing with underwing heat addition, the "under downstream" surface always
faces downstream, so that heat addition produces thrust. The wing pro-
files that are optimum for underwing heat addition and for no heat addi-
tion are so different that trying to combine the two systems results only
in reduced performance.

If the ramjet performance is poor enough comparedwith underwing
heat addition, a point is reached where small additions of underwing heat
will improve performance. Under this condition a pure underwing-heat-
addition system would be still better. In general, in no case does the
composite system performance exceed that of the better single system.
The previous comparison of the pure systems in figure i0 is thus a general
evaluation.

Airplane weights as well as L/Q affec_ airplane range. Shownin
figure ll(b) are the operating lift coefficients for the wings of figure
ll(a). For pure underwing heat addition the operating lift coefficient
is about twice that for the optimumwing with pure ramjet propulsion.
This increased lift coefficient reduces the required wing size by about
half. In general_ for a given airplane gross weight 3 wing thickness
ratio, and fiber stress, the wing weight varies as the square root of the
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wing area. Thus halving the wing area reduces its weight about bO per-

cent. The weight chargeable to the propulsion system should also be

substantially decreased by underwing heat addition. An example of the

effect of these weight changes on range, using arbitrary but reasonable

numbers 3 is as follows:

Ratio of wing to initial gross weight

Ratio of engine to initial gross weight

Ratio of fuel to initial gross weight

Relative range

Ramjet UWHA

system system

0.12

.06

.60

i .00

0.085

.01

.685

1.26

This example shows a 26-percent gain in range due to savings in wing and

engine weight by using underwing heat addition. Large or small fuel

weight ratios will emphasize the effect of a weight change on relative

range. This weight effect on range is multiplied with the L/Q effect.

Compared with the uncertainties of the aerothermodynamic performance

shown in figure i0_ the weight effect is not large.

Maneuver _erformance. - The possibility of using underwing heat ad-

dition for maneuvering is also most clearly explained by an example. It

is assumed that an airplane is designed for maximum range at M = 8.0

(the altitude, wing size, and engine size all having been optimized) and

that this airplane ls also required to maneuver at the cruise altitude

without loss of speed or altitude. The required maneuverability can be

achieved by increasing the size of the ramjet engines. The increased

engine size forces the design away from the optimum conditions during

cruise, with a concomitant decrease in range. The loss in range is indi-

cated in figure i2(a) by the decrease in L/Q that occurs if the wing

size is unchanged but the cruise altitude is reoptimized. (The increase

in engine weight, which would also decrease range, has not been accounted

for. Increasing wing size could improve the L/Q, but the increased wing

weight would cause a net decrease in range.) If the required maneuvera-

bility is obtained by underwing heat addition_ the optimum cruise design

need not be compromised.

The maneuver L/Q using a ramjet sized for maneuvering is given in

figure 12(b). In this case the wing now goes off designj so that the

maneuver L/Q decreases with increasing maneuverability. This is com-

pared with the L/Q attainable with underwing heat addition as deter-

mined from figures 6(a) and 7(a), which are results of the more rigorous

calculations. The maneuvering L/Q is lower for underwing heat addition.

However, the important point is that using underwing heat addition for

maneuvering avoids compromising the cruise performance of the missile, as

indicated in figure 12(a). A major fraction of the airplane fuel is usu-

ally used in cruise, and hence this the phase of the flight that should



be kept efficient. (Maneuverability here can be interpreted as a short-
time high-altitude capability. An airplane designed for cruise can ma-
neuver at a decreased altitude_ for example, n = _ g's can be attained
at an altitude about 50,000 ft below cruise altitude.) The example dis-
cussed illustrates that underwing heat addition can be advantageously
combined with a conventional wing-plus-ramjet cruise airplane to achieve
maneuverability at or above cruise altitude at high Machnumbers. An
analysis of each specific airplane design problem is required to deter-
mine whether underwing heat addition will Oean advantage in each case.

Qualitative considerations. There a_e characteristics of underwing

heat addition that have not been evaluated in this report that are impor-

tant. At high flight Mach numbers the convective heat input from the high-

pressure hot gases within the engine poses a severe problem in terms of

cooling to be provided and/or high materials temperatures. With underwing

heat addition, it is possible in principle to derive the required propul-

sion by heating air that is not in contact with any structural surfaces and

with static pressures on structural surfaces lower than those in a ramjet_

thus minimizing the convective heat input. In addition, because there are

no enclosed areas, all the airplane surfac._s would have the opportunity to

cool by radiation. If underwing heat addition can be used at higher Mach

mumbers than the conventional ramjet, this in turn would influence the

range comparison, as can be seen from figu:_e i0.

If the required supersonic heat additLon is considered to result from

fuel injection and combustion, adding heat spread out along the fore Mach

wave from the under trailing portion of th_ wing appears to be a difficult

practical problem, in that such devices as spray bars will probably cause a

prohibitive drag. Three-dimensional or "e_" effects will generally cause

a reduction in performance from the two-di_nsional value. The losses due

to end effects will increase with the dist_nce of the heat addition from

the wing.

In the conventional ramjet, with subsc_nic combustor velocities, high

static temperatures cause dissociation of lhe working gases, which may have

an adverse effect on ramjet efficiency, lJ' this is a major problem, super-

sonic combustor velocities may be considerEd for the ramjet. Underwing

burning, on the other hand, tends to oper_e at lower static temperatures

and thus minimizes the dissociation problerL. The static temperature will

depend on the Mach number after heat addition, or the _T/T 0 and the dis-
tribution of the heat.

With the conventional ramjet, operation over a range of flight Mach

numbers requires mechanically difficult geometry changes. An underwing-

heat-addition configuration would avoid this problem.

Exotic means of heating such as nucleer or electromagnetic may in-
fluence the usefulness of underwing heat addition.
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SUMMARYOFRESULTS

The linearized theory for heat addition under a wing has been de-
veloped to optimize wing geometry_ heat addition_ and angle of attack.
The optimum wing has all of the thickness on the underside of the air-
foil, with maximum-thickness point well downstreamj has a moderate thick-
ness ratio_ and operates at an optimum angle of attack. The heat addi-
tion is confined between the fore Machwaves from the under trailing
surface of the wing. By linearized theory a wing at optimum angle of
attack mayhave a range efficiency about twice that of a zero-angle-of-
attack wing.

More rigorous calculations using the method of characteristics for
particular flow models were madefor heating under a flat-plate wing and
for several wings with thickness; both for heat additions concentrated
near the wing. The more rigorous calculations yield in practical cases
efficiencies about half of those estimated by linear theory. An analysis
of distributing the heat addition between the fore waves from the under-
trailing portion of the wing indicates this is a way of improving the
performance_ and further calculations appear desirable.

A comparison of the conventional ramjet plus wing with underwing
heat addition whenthe heat addition is concentrated near the wing shows
the former to be superior on a range basis up to Mach numberof about 8.
The heat distribution under the wing and the assumedramjet and airframe
performance mayhave a marked effect on this conclusion. Underwing heat
addition can be useful in providing high-altitude maneuvercapability at
high flight Machnumbersfor an airplane poweredby conventional ramjets
during cruise.

Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration

Cleveland, Ohio_ December23_ 1958
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

free-stream tube of air

speed of sound

defines drag over and above the drag due to wing pressure

forces that can be overcome; or 2Cfr plus drag coeffi-
cients of airplane component_ other than wing_ based on

wing area

drag due to lift parameter

wing friction coefficient based on wetted area

coefficient of lift based on w:ng chord (except in eq. (6b)),

U(y/2)pM2c

lift-curve slope

exhaust-nozzle velocity coeffi._ient

chord of airfoil

specific heat at constant pressure

drag force

thrust force

acceleration due to gravity

heating value of fuel, Btu/ib

thrust specific impulse_ F/wf

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu

lift force

airplane lift-drag ratio

free-stream Mach number
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n

P

Q

R

T

AT

t

V

Vs

wf/wa

WG/Sw

w a

wf

CL

Y

6

_e

e

k

T

maneuvering acceleration, normal to plane of wing span and

velocity vector, in g's) n = i for level flight

static pressure

total rate of heat release, hwf, Btu/sec

gas constant

range

total temperature, OR

temperature rise due to heat addition, OR

static temperature, OR

flight velocity

satellite velocity taken as 26,000 ft/sec

ratio of fuel weight to airplane gross weight

wing loading, airplane gross weight/wing plan area

weight of airflow per second

weight of fuel flow per second

angle of attack, deg

Mach angle

ratio of specific heats

wing angles (see fig. i)

inlet kinetic-energy efficiency

total-temperature ratio

turning angle Csee appendix B and fig. IS)

wing thickness

maneuver total turning angle, deg
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Subscripts :

c

Z,_=O

marx

n

opt

r

t

U

0

at cruise conditions

linearized theory (in general at angle of attack)

linearized theory at zero angle _f attack

maximum

during maneuver

value at maximum lift-drag ratio (no heat addition)

refers to ramjet

total turning angle due to heat _ddition

refers to underwing heat additio_

free-stream conditions
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APPENDIXB

ENGINEERINGDERIVATIONOFEFFECTOFSUPERSONIC

UNDERWINGHEATADDITION

This appendix is divided into several sections that discuss in turn
the basic effects of supersonic heat addition_ the performance of the
double-wedge wing at zero angle of attack without and with friction drag_
and the wing lift coefficients.

Basic Considerations of Supersonic Heat Addition

_meefficiency of underwing heat addition is evaluated in terms of
a specific lift parameter defined as the lift per Btu per second:

L L
- (i)

Q hwf

The following assumptions are made in the analysis: small angles_ small

intensity of heat addition, and constant specific heats and molecular

weight. The variables to be evaluated in equation (i) are L and wf

or Q. This derivation follows directly the approach of reference i.

Consider the problem illustrated in figure 13(a) for a small-intensity

constant-area heat addition. The equations for the conservation of mo-

mentum and mass are

p(l+ 2)= KI (B1)

a

The definition of the speed of sound and the equation for the total tem-

perature are

a = (ygRt)l/2

T = t(l + Y - iM2)2

Using these equations in differential form_ the static-pressure rise

through constant-area heat addition is

( - i M2)yM2

PO - M 2 i TO

(BS)
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The corresponding change in Mach number is

2_M PC

If the heat addition is thought of as occurring in a plane (or line) as

in figure 15(d), then constraining walls are not required for the as-

sumption of constant-area heat addition to spply.

By linearized theory the static-pressur_ change due to a flow de-
flection is

: r 2x (B?)
PO _ i

and this is illustrated in figure 13(b).

If the static-pressure rise due to heat addition is expanded back

to the original free-stream pressure, the expansion angle is given by the

combination of equations (BS) and (B7):

l"+ Z_z_A

-V/_ "- i T)

This case is illustrated in figure 15(c). T_e pressure rise due to heat

addition is now limited in the downstream direction by the Mach wave from

the turn k. Equation (B8) defines the paraneter ct = k used in the

following section of this appendix and in th_ body of the report.

If the flow after heat addition is exhausted side by side with the

free stream, a pressure balance is struck be;ween the two streams so that

the deflection angle is half the angle that ._xists if the flow were ex-

panded back to free-stream static pressure. Also, the pressure rise at

the interface between the heated and the fre,_ streams is half the pres-

sure rise due to heat addition in a constant-area duct. This case is

illustrated in figure 13(d). (This is the s_me result given by eq. (lid)

of ref. i if the term multiplied by the (AQ21Q2)Lk_, which is second-order,
is neglected.)

The preceding relations can be consider,.,d to define an effective k

for the effect of temperature change (eq. (B_I)) and pressure change

(eq. (B7)). Of course, k itself represents the effect of flow turning.

This point of view is taken in the following development.
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Derivation of Performance of Flat-Top Double-Wedge

Airfoil at Zero Angle of Attack Without Friction

The application of these concepts to a wing with heat addition,
shownin figure i, will now be considered, first for the case neglecting
friction effects. The parameter

L L
Q hwf

(i)

will be considered for the case of thrust equal to drag. The thrust

force_ in terms of a coefficient referred to PO and c, on the trail-

ing portion of the wing due to external combustion, is

F__2= P_ Po _ AP2 (Bg)
PO c P0 c PO c

The effective angle due to heat addition required to keep the pres-

sure equal to PO on the trailing surface ±s_ from the considerations

leading to equation (BT) and from figure i_ e2. The effective angle due

to heat addition to produce a given pressure rise above PO on the

trailing surface is designated e3. The pressure rise due to e3 is
given by equation (BT):

AP--!= r_2 e3 (Bzo)
PO _M 2 - i

Hence, the thrust coefficient for the trailing portion of the wing

becomes

F2 -_M2 T
= e 3

PO c ._2 _ i c

(ml)

The total turning due to heat addition to get this thrust coefficient is

et = e2 + e3 (BI2)

The pressure drag on the leading portion of the wing_ for no heat

addition under the leading portion_ is by similar considerations

DI AP I _ yM 2

PO c P0 c _/_ I

T

o eI (BI3)
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where, by equation (B6),

APl T_2

PO -_ - 1
e I

Equating the thrust with the drag gives

e 3 = eI

The lift on the configuration is

L _Pl e2

PO c PO el + e2

APfl e1
+

P( Cl + e2

Using the previous values for Apl/p 0

L rM2

Poe $- i

and using equation (BIS) or (BI2),

' L rM2el

Poe - _M 2 - i

eI + e2

TM 2 elet

- f el + e2

The quantity of heat added will now be calculated.

air being heated is

W a --
a

but, from figure i_

elC

A0 - el + e2

el': i

tan _- el + e2 _- i

so that

gy'poM e[.e

Wa = a_fM 2 i el -" e2

(BI4)

(BIS)

(BI6)

(m7)

(BI8)

The amount of

(BIg)

(B2o)

(B2i)
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The temperature rise to give the pressure desired on the trailing portion

of the wing is, by equation (B8),

= /*_W1_i2- i et (B22)AT

TO _ - i M2i + 2

The quantity of heat added is

and, in a coefficient form, using equations (B21), (BtZ), and (B,i),

Q = __CpgrMt £i£ t (B2_)

po c a e I + e 2

The specific lift thus becomes, from equations (BI8) and (B2_),

L a H (r- l)J M__ - (B2 )
_ a _/M2 _ iQ Cpgt _2 l

Equation (B25) is used as a reference value for the analysis in appendix

D. Note that the effect of wing thickness has dropped out_ so that the

specific lift is independent of the thickness and bottom profile within

the restrictions of small angles. This result must then hold also for a

flat plate. Also_ the specific lift is independent of the intensity of

the heat addition_ again as long as it is small.

Derivation of Performance of Flat-Top Double-Wedge

Airfoil at Zero Angle of Attack with Friction

The problem of other airplane drags and of wing friction assuming

the friction drag is unchanged by the heat addition will now be con-

sidered. The drag previously given by equation (BIS) can for this case

be written

D c i
-- = + yH 2 (B26)
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where
nents based on the wing plan area.
the drag gives

CD = 2Cfr plus the drag coefficients of other airplane compo-
Equating the tl_ust (eq. (BII)) to

CD_2 - i

cs = _i + 2_/c (B27)

The pressure rise on the trailing portion of the wing is still given by

equation (BIO), and the lift is still given by equations (BI6) to (BIB).

Hence, the specific lift is independent of the fricton drag on the wing

and of the other airplane drags.

Lift Coefficients for Wings at Zero Angle

of Attack with Heat Addition

The wing lift coefficient, defined as

L (B28)
CL = _[

2 POM2c

is, from equation (BIB) for the case assuming no friction,

(B29)
CL=_v__ I

The lift coefficient for the case with friction is given by equa-

tions (BI7) and (B27):

CL = 2e el + ¢2 + 2_/c (BSO)

These lift coefficients may be compared with that for the conventional

wing given by equation (EIO). Note that for a given wing geometry the

operating lift coefficient for the case with friction is higher than for

the case without friction. To support a gdven weight at a given altitude,

a smaller wing is required for the case with friction. These develop-

ments have been for thrust equal to drag. From equation (B29) the lift

coefficient goes to zero if the thickness (el) goes to zero.

T_e lift coefficient due to heat addition on a zero-angle-of-attack

flat plate without regard to thrust production can also be considered.
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The lift coefficient based on the length of chord over which the lifting
pressures act is

% _ T, --_ (B31)
M PO2

which, from equation (B5), becomes

y - i
2(1+--7--M2)AT

cL : _2 ! _ (B32)

This may also be interpreted as an increment in lift coefficient due to

heat addition_ which can be added to the lift coefficient due to angle

of attack. This is the same result given by equation (BI8), where

ce I
is the chord on which the lift due to heating acts and on which

eI + e2

theliftcoefficientofequations(B31)_a (B32)isbased.
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF EFFECT OF SUPERSON[C UNDERWING HEAT

ADDITION FROM POTENTIAL-FL)W EQUATIONS

By Stephen H. Masl_n

The equations for inviscid motion with heat addition are

(pu)+ _ (or)- o

(u_u _) _P0 _x+V + _-_= 0

p _xx+V + =0y; _TY

(u _t _y) ( _P _y)pCp _-_+ v - u _x _ v = q

p = pRt

(Cl)

where q is the heat added per unit volume per unit time, x,y and q,_

are coordinate systems, u and v are velozity coomponents, and p is

density. Assuming a small heat addition anl a thin low-angle-of-attack

wing, equations (CI) can be solved by lineacized theory. The variation

in the molecular weight and specific heat die to burning is ignored.

A velocity potential _ can be definel so that

U = Uo +_X

where the subscript 0 refers to free-stream conditions. Equations (CI)

can then be expanded for small variation from the undisturbed state.

After some rearrangement, one obtains finalLy

_x 2 _y2 = - Po;ptO
(c2)
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The general integral of this equation, assuming that all the burning is

under the wing, is

[/0/0= f(x + my) + l(x - my) + 1 d_
200_Cpt 0

an q(_,n)d
#y

q(_,_)d_+

(c5)

The quantities f and / are arbitrary functions of their arguments.

The wing is assumed to be near the plane y = O, extending from x = 0

to x = c. The function / corresponds to waves from infinity upstream

and so is identically zero. The remaining function f can be found from

the boundary condition at the wing surface. The problem is linear and

can therefore be solved by superposition of solutions. If the present

effect is merely that of the burning, then the boundary condition is that

Y 0x,

Hence

-x/_

1 f q(x+_,_)d_= 2Pol3Cpt 0
"0

so that

f(x + By)-
-_ x+_+_y

200_Cpt 0
q(_,q)d_

Thus, finally, from equation (C3),

[fo1 13
q_ = 2%13Cpto

foy d_ fO x+_(y-_)

d_

q(_,_)_ + _ y-(x/p)

q(_,_)d_ +

x=_(y-n) I
d_ q(t,_)d

JO

(C4)
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The pressure coefficient _ on the undersi(Le of the wing, due to the

burning, is

= - u"_ y=O 2 L<,PoU_Cpto q(x + _,G)dn
(c5)

Also

_(x,o)-- /oi d_ q(_,G)a_
P06Cpto -x/_

(c6)

The lift due to burning is given by

l ]0-cr, = _ poU_ , _ =- _ouo[<_:c,o) - <_(o,o)]

LO /c+_

u° du q(_,_)d_
_Cpt 0

(C7)

but the total rate of heat release Q in the region forward for the

Mach line going upstream from the trailing ,_dge is

L O i-c+_
Q : d_ q'_,_)d_

-c/_
(cs)

Thus, finally,

L Ju0 _ (r- IJJM

= _CP tO a_/_ i

(c9)

the J being introduced so that the lift i3 in pounds and the heat in

Btu per second. The equation is identical ¢ith equation (B25). Thus,

as far as lift is concerned, any heat added between the forward Mach line

from the leading and trailing edges is effeztive. Within this limit, the

point at which the heat is added is immaterial.
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As for the drag increment_ this is

sin 5(x) (CIO)

where the pressure coefficient is given by equation (C5), and _ is the

local inclination of the wing under surface with respect to the free

stream. It is thus apparent that the burning should occur aft of the

Mach line forward from the maximum-thickness point (see fig. i_ e.g.) if

one wants a maximum thrust from the burning. This is true because the

pressure increment on the wing due to burning is everywhere positive

(eq. (C5)). For example, if heat QI is released in region I of figure

I_ then for the wing of that figure there is obtained from equations

(C10), (C7), and @9),

= Q (_8 - _) a_ Z - i

Thus, as far as minimizing drag is concerned_ QI should vanish.
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APPENDIXD

OPT]}4UMWINGANGLEOFATTACKAEDPROFILEANGLES

This appendix uses the linearized theory to discuss wing angle of
attack and shape to maximize L/Q. By use of the approach developed in
appendix B, the equations for the lift, dra_, thrust, and heat addition
maybe written respectively as follows:

[_ )'I [ eletI
L TM 2 e2(el + c_) el(C_- e2 + et _M2 2c_ +

P0 c - _ + el + e2 + "el + e2 = _ el + e2

(DI)

- + (D2)
PO e _ + eI + e_

--_-F= _M2 ["el(%p0c _ _)(_el+ -2--e2 + et); (D3)

poc a _f ; _) (_)

Equation (DI) shows the superposition of th_ lift due to angle of attack

and due to heat addition that results from ;he linearized-theory assump-

tions. Equating the thrust to the drag gives

_i + c21_2+ clc:_+ _2c-_D)
%- ei _ :k (DS)

Forming the ratio of the L/Q at angle of _ttack (L/Q)z to the value

at zero angle of attack (L/Q)_,_=O (eq. (C9 or (B25)) and combining

equations (nl), (D4), and (DS) give

(L/Q) _
= 1 +

(L/Q) 1,c_0

Letting _ = ke2J eI = _e2, and

2_ 2 + el e2 + _CD
2

_CD

B = 2(e--_3 equation (D6) becomes

-1+
2k(l - k)

_ ( _ )_2k +_+B

(D6)

(n7)
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and equation (D5) becomes

( )2(2k2+ +B
i -k

(DS)

The lift coefficient, defined as

L
CL -

M2c

(B28)

is determined from equation (DI) and is

Equation (D7) may be optimized with respect to k = _/e2

+B 2

kop t = i + B( _ _2
\777J

(Dg)

to give

- I (DIO)

The angle of attack is related to the thickness ratio by _ = k _ •

Significant parameters from the preceding development are plotted in fig-

ure S and discussed in the Lody of the report.

The approximate minimum value for

and 5(e) to occur at _ = 0 and el/e 2 = 1.0. The minimum value

can have is 2Cfr. Differentiating equation (D8) with respect to

to minimize ct gives

T _fr

c 2

_t/(T/c ) is shown in figures 2(b)

CD

_/c

(DII)

and finally equation (D8) gives for the minimum value of _t

_t = 4 _-_fr (DI2)

The parameters AT/T 0 and ct are related by equation (B22). A plot of

the temperature-rise ratio AT/T 0 associated with several friction coef-

ficients is given in figure 4(b) and discussed in the body of the report.
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For the wing defined by _ = O, el/C2 = 1.0, and having a flat top,
the pressure drag for no underwing heat addition is

2
CD, p = _ (DIS)

This is equal to the friction drag CD,fr : 2Cfr of the wing, according
to equation (DII).
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APPENDIXE

PERFORMANCEOFCONVENTIONALWINGPLUSRAMJET

The thrust coefficient CF for a conventional ramjet maybe written
(by ref. i0) as

CF,AO= 2(CveCl_e- l) (El)

where CF_Ao
is defined by

F

CF,AO- y_po_2Ao
2

For an ideal gas,

o :l+a--T:l+ A_ (E2)
+-- - 1

TO t(l Y_ M 2]

A value of AT/T 0 = 1.0 or e = 2.0 is generally near optimum and was

used in one set of assumptions. A temperature rise AT of AO00 ° R is

about what is possible with hydrocarbon fuels, and this value was used in

a second set of assumptions. As can be seen from the auxiliary abscissa

in figure i0, the assumption of AT/T 0 = 1.0 implies some fuel other

than a hydrocarbon at the higher Mach numbers.

The thrust specific impulse is defined as

I : F___ (E5)

wf

From the conservation of heat and energy,

w! : _ (m)
w a h

The weight of airflow is

g_°m° (m)
W a --

a
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From these relations_ the thrust specific impulse over the heating value

of the fuel, or thrust per Btu per second_ is

+ - i - Ma
F I t I _ M 2
- - (E6)

Q h gCpA_

A value of CV_e = 0.95 appears experimentally achievable at the lower

Mach numbers. This value and a more conservative value of 0.90 were used

in figure i0. For an airplane initially cruising at maximum lift-drag

ratio_ the lift-drag ratio for maneuvering at cruise altitude is, in

terms of the cruise lift-drag ratio,

_n l+n 2 Dc

where n = 1.0 corresponds to steady level flight. The specific lift

parameter for thrust equal to drag may be _ritten from equations (E6) and
(E7) as

L FL t + 2 c 2

or

L= tl+ 2

Q AT
(E9)

The wing lift coefficient for cruise _,t maximum lift-drag ratio is

2 (ElO)
: 1 c

This may be compared with the lift coefficient for underwing heat addi-

tion given by equations (B30) and (B31). I cruise L/D of 5.0 or 6.0 is

consistent with the present experimental results at high Mach numbers.
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APPENDIXF

PERFORMANCEOFCOMPOSITESYSTEMS

This appendix considers simple wing and engine systems combining
ramjet propulsion and underwing heat addition. Considered in this para-
graph is the case of a wing designed for underwing heat addition with
part of the thrust required to overcomethe wing drag provided by a ram-
jet. The previous derivations and results can be reinterpreted to cover
this case. The CD in the parameter _CJ(T/c) 2 is the thrust coeffi-
cient developed by underwing heat addition, over and above the thrust
required to overcomethe wing pressure drag. For an isolated wing, the
only remaining drag force is the friction drag. Hence, the thrust to be
provided by a ramjet is

_[ ] 2 (F1)CF, r = 2Cfr L( /c)2

The L/Q for the composite case may be written

Q CF,r qc Lu
+

(I) r i_)u

(q = _ PM2 in this appendix), or in coefficient form

L CL;u

Q- +C ,u
(I)r

(F3)

The lift coefficient is that for underwing heat addition and may be de-

termined from the parameter CL/(T/c) of figure S(d). The L/Q may be

determined from figures S(a) and (b) for the linearized theory. The

I/h for the ramjet may be calculated from equation (E6). The terms in
the denominator of equation (F3) are respectively proportional to the Btu

input to the ramjet and the underwing heating. The fraction of the total

heat input to the ramjet can thus be found.

This paragraph considers the case of the conventional ramjet plus

wing with some heat addition. The calculation is made assuming a con-
stant lift coefficient having the value for maximum lift-drag ratio with

no heat addition. From linearized theory the optimum wing shape for a
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given thickness ratio is a double wedgewith half the thickness on each
side of a straight line joining the leading and trailing edges. The
following sketch showsthe type of airfoil:

The wing angle of attack is related to the heat addition under the wing
by

Qu CL'°pt - \_#_ (F4)
q-_ = (L/Q) u

The drag to be overcome by ramjet thrust i_

CF_r = CD 2Cfr + 4(T/c) 2 (dCL_ (L) Qu= + + -- %)
\-d_'-_ ] Q _,_=0 qc

The heat input to the ramjet is

Qr _ CF.r

(FS)

The over-all L/Q is then

L CL, opt

Q Qu %

qc qc

(F7)

The fraction of the total heat input consumed in the ramjet may be cal-

culated from equations (F4) and (F6). For a two-dimensional unswept wing

of double-wedge profile# the linearized theory gives the following rela-

tions required in the preceding equations:

i dCL 4

\%/

(FS)
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CD, 0 = 2Cfr + A(T/c) 2 (_)

and

CL,op t = _ CD;0 (FlO)

In the example in the text_ it is assumed that M = 8, T/c = 0.05_ and
Cfr = 0.001.
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